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Abstract. WrightEagle 2D Soccer Simulation Team is a 2D soccer simulation
team which has been participating in the RoboCup competition since 1999 and
won 2 champions and 4 runners-up in the past 6 years. In this paper, we briefly
present our current research effort and some newly introduced techniques for improvment since the last competition.
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Introduction

WrightEagle 2D Soccer Simulation Team, which was established in 1998 as the first
branch of WrightEagle RoboCup Team developed by Multi-Agent Systems Lab. of
USTC, has been participating in annual competition of RoboCup since 1999. Recent
years, we have won the Champion of RoboCup 2009 and 2006, the runner-up of RoboCup
2010, 2008, 2007 and 2005.
We take RoboCup soccer simulation 2D as a typical problem of multi-agent systems, and our long-term goal is to do research in decision-making and other challenging
projects in artificial intelligence[2]. This year, we have developed some new techniques
for both the low level skills and the high level decision-making model in our new team
WE2011, based on our research effort[3][5][7][4][8][10][6]. In this paper, we present a
brief description of some of our progress mentioned above.
We have released the newest version (2.1.0) of our team’s base code WrightEagleBASE to the public as an open source software which can be freely accessed from our
website1 . We hope that our released software will be helpful to a new team who wants
to participate in the RoboCup event and/or start a research of multi-agent systems.
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Dynamic Formation System

Formation is a way to decompose task[9] and to economize the cost of developing
agents[1]. In previous WrightEagle, we used a fixed formation system to bundle tactics
to specific groups of agents. Since the number of players may not remain a constant in
recent years’ match and substitution becomes a regular tactic to overcome the shortage
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of stamina capacity, we believe that a fixed formation system will not be able to cover
our needs in the near future.
In preparation for starting a long-term study on this case we implemented a dynamic
formation system. In current version of this system, we split all formation related parameters and tactics into configuration files and the program will load them as plug-ins
based on the agents online decisions or direct orders from the coach agent. The direct order from coach also provides a synchronizing service on recognition to current
formation between agents.
Based on this new dynamic formation system, we developed several different formations including 433, 442, 4231, etc. The team can also change its formation on the
fly flexibly while the game is running.
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Online Role Changing Mechanism

No matter which concrete formation the team use, the function of the formation system
remains the similar: avoiding the disorder of entire team. But on the other hand, predefined formation also limits the moving scope of each player. Sometimes the team will
get better performance if some of the players run beyond their pre-defined formation
scope. For example, when a dribbling midfield player is going to be out of its formation
scope while all the other forward players are being strongly marked by the opponents,
it should keep on dribbling even if it is likely beyond its own formation scope violating
the rules of formation. We developed an online role changing mechanism to overcome
this problem, by telling the midfield player that it is now “new” a forward player indeed.
In our current implementation, the decision is made distributedly, mainly depending
on the relative positions among players and the global situation. Most of the time, the
focus point of the role changing decision is the player who is holding the ball. The other
players just adjust their formation role to adapt the ball holding player to encouraging
offense when in our team’s offensive situation or defense when in our team’s defensive
situation. A typical long-term effect of online role changing is shown in figure 1.

(a) Before role changing

(b) After role changing

Fig. 1. A typical long-term effect of online role changing
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Substitute Strategy

A new stamina model was introduced in rcssserver 13.0.0. The variable stamina capacity
defines the real-time maximum recovery capacity for each player. When player’s stamina
is recovered during the game, its stamina capacity is also consumed. If the player’s
stamina capacity becomes zero, its stamina is never recovered and it can use only its
extra stamina. We found that this will always happen to some of the players when the
half game is going to be end. We developed a substitute strategy to deal with this problem.
In our current implementation, the coach agent keeps monitoring all the players’
state change, and maintaining their real-time stamina capacity. After the game lasting
for a enough time, a player p can be substituted if it’s stamina capacity meets the following requirement:
Capacity(p) + S tamina(p) Capacitytotal − Capacity(p)
<
cycles le f t
cycles passed
If there are multiple substitute candidates during the same time, an additional partial ordering is considered for the judgement. The partial ordering of player p mainly
depends on:
1. How long p is considered to be substituted.
2. How important the role of p is.
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Conclusion

This paper described our soccer simulation team, WrightEagle, and related programs.
We also described our current research effort and some newly introduced techniques
from last competition. We developed a dynamic formation system allowing more flexible formations to be used by the team. We also use a online role changing mechanism
to extend the limits of pre-defined formations. And we are trying to deal with the lowstamina problem by using stamina capacity based substitute strategy. According to our
test results, it can be seen that the composite performance of our team has been improved in both low-level and high-level way.
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